
THE WALL:  
 
Goal: Engage the Kenyon community (students, faculty, staff and alumni) in an interactive art installation that 
celebrates our shared values and aspirations using the wall marking off the construction site for the West Quad.  
 
Proposal:  
Create an underlying, simple abstract painting on the plywood wall that surrounds the construction site. It could 
be a design that would allow for changes and embellishments, but would be generic enough to unify the large 
space. It should feel contemporary rather than too narrative. It would be easiest if it responded to the geometric 
shape of 4x8’ sheets of plywood.  It could be based on forms like pixels, bar codes or QR codes (that have a 
meaningful interpretation)…in a limited range of tones.  It could use the Kenyon Purple with various tonal/tint 
variations (moving toward gray), or have the Kenyon colors running through it. 
 
Design Development: 
Proposed designs could come from a very early formal assignment in art classes or developed with a senior 
student. 
Design could be voted on by some of our students either departmental (quicker) or collegial (time intensive.) 
 
Community engagement opportunities: 
After the base painting, student groups and academic classes could engage with a section of the wall for a period 
of time.  They could pin, nail, paint, but still returning to the base painting (or not…maybe it becomes a 
palimpsest? ) 
 
Possible enrichments: 
Broadsides and posters, diagrams, photos from class prompts 
Student signatures after they have signed the matriculation oath (inc. upperclass and alums) 
Measuring student height (or something) with a mark or their signature 
Blackboard paint in areas for chalk writing/ asking questions (guided prompts) 
Perforations for viewing …at various heights, with various concepts in design  

 (little doors, colored glass, simple shapes, diorama behind, 3-D print of building to come, etc) 
Light weight sculptural attachments of various kinds. 
An area for projection for Kenyon Filmmakers and more. 
A night event with light display  
Digital Painting using projector/ipad/community involvement 
Poem in your pocket and projected on the wall 
Group reading of Ulysses (etc) projected on the wall  
LED display embedded in the wall somewhere with streaming image of what is happening from the observation 
cameras  
An AR app could be used to lead to other content 
Area near gallery set aside for gallery needs, but hopefully unified with the rest in some way. 
A small stage on the Rosse Hall side, with Rosse hall as the audience area 
 
Conceptually: 
Considerations of the function/ purpose  of a wall, globally, locally 
Consideration of the evolution of the work over the two -ear time period 
Thematic prompts developed by departments or groups 
Possible creative prompt: Kenyon’s newly adapted Matriculation Oath (draft below).  

“As members of the Kenyon College community, we devote ourselves to the shared values of mutual 
respect, inclusion, active citizenship, spirited inquiry and intellectual integrity. In so doing, we honor those 
who came before us on Gambier Hill and are exemplars for these values here and in our lives after.” 

 



     
 

 
 

                             
Roman Ondak, Measuring the Universe 2007, 2009 

  
Matriculation oath in bar code and QR code  (above):

    
 
An early example:          
 

 
 
 

1. Blackboard Questions 
2. PeepHoles/ windows 
3. iPad projected sketches 
4. measure, mark, name 
5. QR codes or AR codes 

with meaning 
 


